九十八學年度英文創意寫作比賽
乙組第一名: 四英二歐陽子惇
Flaw and All?
One particular night, my father and I were riding a motorcycle to linger around the
sleepless city and see if we could find something good to take as the night snack I had to
admit. I was quite excited since it had been a long time that we father and daughter
hadn’t goofing around like this. So as I sat at the backseat, I hugged my dad extremely
tight as if it was the last chance for me to do so. Even I couldn’t see my father’s facial
expression,
I still could be told by the passersby that he was satisfied for this simple state of bliss
just for two of us. However, he just couldn’t control himself that he started to give me
lessons of road safety, and the drivers driving beside us were perfectly to be the role
models in his hypothetic accidents. “See that guy in the blue dust coat? “He’s driving too
close to the sidewalk. Thought this may be safe from the fast traffic lane, he forgot that
there might be someone popped up the door carelessly after parking the car. Do keep
that in mind. “Yes, Dad. “I knew it would be a boring riding. “See that woman in green
helmet? She was ...” “Yes, Dad” with a sleeping yawning. Once he started his copious
lecture, no one’s gonna stop him. “Watch out! Dad! “All of a sudden, my dad dodged a
Camry, gave it a horn as reward, and turned right when the traffic light was still red. “Dad,
it’s dangerous to take a right turn when it’s red light ““Oh, never mind. I’ve never been
caught by a cop in the past 55 years, Besides, I’m fully‐skilled.” Geez!
Most of us usually regard ourselves as infallible. When seeing others flaw, it seems
to be all. It is tricky that we don’t seem to know ourselves’ mistake, or sometimes, we do
know, we just don’t want to face it. My father never means to ignore the law. He lingers
at the edge of the law only for his own convenience. When being pointed out his fault, he
flaunt his seniority. I used to make pinky promise with him, hoping he could set a good
example with his own conduct, but it seems to be useless, sometimes. Good as one of
the most classic advertisements’ slogan goes, “when sharing off other’s beard, look into
the mirror of yourself first.”

